Physical properties of IP Pegasi: an eclipsing dwarf nova with an unusually cool white dwarf
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We present high speed photometric observations of the eclipsing dwarf nova IP Peg taken with the triple-beam camera ULTRACAM mounted on the William Herschel Telescope. We obtained eighteen observations of the eclipse in 2004/2005, simultaneous in the Sloan $u'$, $g'$ and $r'$ bands. By phase-folding and averaging our data we make the first significant detection of the white dwarf ingress in this system and thus make the most secure photometric determinations of the binary parameters in this system to date, which are in agreement with the best spectroscopic determinations. The white dwarf temperature is more difficult to determine, since the white dwarf is seen to vary significantly in flux, even between consecutive eclipses. This is seen particularly in the $u'$-band, and is probably the result of absorption by disc material. Our best estimate of the temperature is $10,000 – 15,000\text{K}$, which is much lower than would be expected for a CV with this period, and implies a mean accretion rate that is more than 40 times lower than the expected rate. Unless the mass transfer in IP Peg has begun very recently, these findings imply either that CVs can sustain accretion rates well below the expected rate for very long periods of time, or that the classical picture whereby the long-term accretion rate scales with period is not correct.
1. Introduction

Cataclysmic variable stars (CVs; [11]) provide examples of white dwarfs accreting from low mass companions at rates of $\sim 10^{-11} - 10^{-9} M_\odot$/yr. The mass transfer in CVs is due to angular momentum loss, which is thought to be driven by gravitational radiation at shorter periods and magnetically-coupled stellar winds at longer ($\sim 3$ h or greater) periods. While this is observationally supported to some extent [7], there is no one-to-one relationship between period and mass transfer rate ($\dot{M}$). The most likely explanation is that the instantaneous $\dot{M}$ we measure is a poor indicator of the mean $\dot{M}$, so that even high mean $\dot{M}$ systems spend some fraction of their time as slowly accreting dwarf novae.

One independent means of inferring a longer-term ($10^3 - 10^5$ yr) value of $\dot{M}$ is through measurement of the white dwarf temperature. The temperature is a good tracer of the long-term $\dot{M}$ since it is determined not by the accretion heating, but by the compression of the underlying white dwarf by the accreted matter [9, 10]. Spectroscopically determined white dwarf temperatures are likely to be subject to an observational bias, and so we observed the 3.8h period eclipsing dwarf nova IP Pegasi (IP Peg hereafter) with the aim of making an (unbiased) photometric measurement of the white dwarf temperature.

2. Observations

The high speed CCD camera ULTRACAM [4] was mounted on the 4.2m William Herschel Telescope (WHT) in August 2005. Observations of IP Peg were made with this instrument between 9 – 15 August, and 25 August – 1 September. Over these periods, 16 separate observations of the IP Peg eclipse were made. In addition, two observations of the eclipse were made in August 2004. ULTRACAM is a triple beam camera and all observations were made using the SDSS $u'$, $g'$ and $r'$ filters, except for the first 2004 observation, in which the $i'$ filter was used in place of $r'$, for scheduling reasons. All of these data were reduced with aperture photometry using the ULTRACAM pipeline software, with debiassing, flatfielding and sky background subtraction performed in the standard way. A nearby comparison star was used to compensate for variations in observing conditions, and observations of standard stars [8] taken in evening twilight were used to flux-calibrate the data. Typical exposure times were 1.5s.

3. Results

The light curves show one obvious single ingress feature, followed by separate egresses of the white dwarf, and later, the bright spot. We combined and phase-folded our data and fitted a model to them using the MCMC method. The model consisted of a white dwarf primary, a Roche lobe filling secondary and accretion disc and bright spot components, and is described in detail in [3]. We plot the phase-folded light curves and model fits in Figure 1. In these phase folded light curves we detect the white dwarf ingress feature, which is separate from and prior to the much deeper bright spot ingress. This is the first time the white dwarf ingress has been identified: in the individual light curves it is obscured by the accretion driven flickering.

One complication is that previous authors have suggested the white dwarf egress to be variable in both size and duration [15, 16]. Consequently after determining the system parameters by fitting
the phase-folded light curves, we refitted each light curve individually to determine the white dwarf contribution for each individual light curve. In Figure 2 the $u'$-, $g'$- and $r'$-band light curves of the region around the white dwarf egress are plotted, with the accretion disc component of the emission subtracted from the data. This plot shows clearly that the height of the egress feature and hence the white dwarf contribution does vary significantly from eclipse to eclipse.

4. Discussion

The phase width of the white dwarf eclipse is an observable quantity that is intrinsically linked to two physical properties: the mass ratio and the binary inclination [1]. With the additional geometric information resulting from measurement of the bright spot ingress and egress phases the mass ratio and inclination in this system can be determined photometrically. Since we observe for the first time the white dwarf ingress, we make the first accurate measurement of the phase
Figure 2: The region of the light curves around the white dwarf egress for sixteen of the eighteen eclipses. We plot the $u'$-band data in the first column, the $g'$-band data in the second and the $r'$-band data in the third. The vertical lines identify the mean phase width of the white dwarf egress.
Figure 3: We plot the colours and magnitude of the white dwarf for each individual eclipse. In the left panel we plot the $u' - g'$ and $g' - r'$ colours for the white dwarf, and in the right panel we show the $u' - g'$ colour versus the absolute magnitude $M_{g'}$. For this we indicate to the right of the plot our estimate of the uncertainty in the distance modulus. The red lines that run from the top left area of each panel are synthetic white dwarf tracks [5]. In the left panel we plot tracks for a white dwarf mass of 0.3 to 1.2$M_\odot$, plotted every 0.1$M_\odot$, but for clarity in the right panel we just show the tracks for a mass of 1.0, 1.1 and 1.2$M_\odot$. Perpendicular to these tracks we plot isotherms (blue) every 5,000K. The green lines are example tracks for a simple photoelectric absorption model which is consistent with the variations in white dwarf colour which we observe [3].

We found the white dwarf mass to be $1.16 \pm 0.02M_\odot$, in close agreement with the best spectroscopic determination [12]. The donor mass and radius were found to be $0.55 \pm 0.02 M_\odot$ and $0.47 \pm 0.01R_\odot$, respectively. This is low given our mass determination, suggesting a donor that is slightly undersized compared to an equivalent main sequence star [2]. This is unusual for an accreting binary: donor stars tend to be oversized, due to either evolution or being out of thermal equilibrium as a result of mass loss. Our finding is consistent with a donor in thermal equilibrium.

We see in Figure 2 that, while the length of the white dwarf egress appears constant, its flux varies significantly on timescales of days. In the left panel of Figure 3 we plot the $u' - g'$ and $g' - r'$ colours of the white dwarf. We plot also synthetic white dwarf tracks [5] for a white dwarf mass range of 0.3 to 1.2$M_\odot$. In the right panel we plot $u' - g'$ against the absolute $g'$-band magnitude $M_{g'}$. We assume a distance of 151pc [3]. This figure shows apparent variations in the white dwarf
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colour, particularly in $u' - g'$. It is most likely that this variation is due to photoelectric absorption, as a result of obscuration of the white dwarf by material from the accretion disc. The green tracks in Figure 3 are the results of a simple absorption model [3] and seem consistent with the observed behaviour. An occulting region of disc material could explain the past reports of very extended white dwarf egresses in this system [15]. Alternatively these might have been failures to detect the variable egress at all.

By comparing the data points with the synthetic tracks, Figure 3 suggests a white dwarf temperature of between 10,000 to 15,000K; it is difficult to be more precise than this due to the flux variations. We assume that our points with the bluest $u' - g'$ colour are indicative of a white dwarf that is largely unobscured. This temperature range is remarkably cool. Previous studies have suggested that a white dwarf in a CV with a period > 3h would have a typical temperature of between 25,000 – 35,000K [14, 9]. Such a temperature is clearly inconsistent with our IP Peg data. If we examine this result in the context of the medium term ($10^3$–$10^5$ yr) accretion rate, our value for the IP Peg white dwarf implies a mean accretion rate of $< 5 \times 10^{-11} M_\odot \text{yr}^{-1}$. The expected rate for a dwarf nova of this period is $\sim 2 \times 10^{-9} M_\odot \text{yr}^{-1}$: more than 40 times greater. The value we find is much closer to the instantaneous rate. This low mass transfer rate may also explain why we find the donor to be in thermal equilibrium.

The low temperature of this system suggests there could be a selection bias in the existing sample of long-period systems with spectroscopically determined temperatures [9], and further detailed studies of eclipsing systems are necessary in order to determine the extent of this bias. At this stage, for example, it is possible that mass transfer in IP Peg has begun very recently and so the temperature in this system is a poor indicator of the long term rate. Alternatively, we can take our low value for the mass transfer rate over the past $10^3$–$10^4$ yr in this system to be correct, which would suggest it has sustained an accretion rate well below the expected mean rate for more than 1000 years. If all ’steady-state’ CVs go through low accretion rate dwarf nova phases, then this result implies the length of these phases can be very long indeed. The third possibility is that there are problems with the picture of CV evolution as driven by angular momentum loss, and alternatives to the classical disrupted magnetic braking model (such as [13]) should be explored.
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